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Donna: Does my head look big in this helmet?

In this Issue: The 2012 Tour de Cowra & BNCC
A Newbies Guide to Tour de Cowra
By Donna Carey

For Anna's whiz-bang original version of this article, click this link

What was particularly wonderful
about the 2012 Tour de Cowra
(TdC) was the number of riders who
were new to cycling, new to TdC or
both. Even better, many of these
newbies have already given positive
feedback about their experience and
plan to come again next year. This
was my fifth consecutive TdC. I
spent time talking to, or riding with
some of these newbies. I thought
that I would distill some collective
tips for those who didn’t come this
year and maybe just need some
gentle persuasion before booking for
next year's TdC.

So, if you are new to
cycling, what will
make your
experience more
enjoyable?
Consider investing in some cycling gear. OK, a bike is a given—preferably one that has been fitted to your dimensions
properly. A badly fitted bike and the associated body pain can turn you off cycling pretty quickly. Find a bike shop that listens
to YOU, particularly if you are female, and understands exactly what you want. Make sure that you test ride any bike you
plan to buy—and buy it ONLY if the store lets you try before you buy.
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A Word from the Editor: A heartfelt thank you to all the
authors and photographers who contributed to make this
special edition possible. Without your wonderful
contributions, there would not have been a themed issue.
Phil Burge, the Bike North Comms Officer must also be
mentioned here for his perseverance and dedication over
the months in sourcing all the articles, interviews and
photos for this themed edition. Thank you Phil! Also a
special thanks to the Chain Mail production team: Keith
Griffin and Sandy Larson for all their efforts. This is
Sandy's very first edition of Chain Mail—Bravo Sandy!
So a big thank you to you all.

Roberta Parrott, Editor, Chain Mail
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Oh what a feeling! Only 20kms to go

The views are always a good excuse to stop and take a break.

The country roads are sooooo quiet.

Also, invest in
one or more
pairs of cycling
shorts,
commonly
known as
knicks (or
'lycra'). There
are a few tricks
with knicks (no
rhyme intended).
Try on various
brands to see
which ones fit
your shape best.
Note that this is
one purchase
that you will get
what you pay

for. As riding can (and does) result in saddle soreness, knicks provide valuable padding to
the nether regions. Only buy new ones and be aware that they perish over time so monitor
their transparency. They can eventually become quite sheer with wear and tear, which can
be quite embarrassing (for you and those riding behind you). Hold them up to the light to
check this. Oh, and don’t wear undies underneath as this can cause chafing and therefore
undermines the whole purpose of wearing knicks.

Cycling gloves are also useful. Wearing gloves makes gripping the handlebars more
comfortable, protects your hands from the sun and will save some skin if you are
unfortunate enough to come off your bike.

Most
importantly, if
you are new to
cycling, know
that Bike
Northians are a
friendly bunch
and are more
than willing to
answer any
questions you
may have to
make your
cycling
experience
more enjoyable.
Of course, the
best way to
learn more
about cycling is
to simply ask
other cyclists.
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If you are thinking about coming to Tour de
Cowra, what do you need to know?
If it is your first TdC, and you don’t mind camping, stay at the Cowra Van Park. It is Bike
North Headquarters and there is always a Bike North HQ gazebo set up from Thursday
afternoon until Monday. This salubrious alfresco establishment has goodies for making tea
and coffee, as well as bikkies and snacks, not to mention a steady supply of ready
conversation. So, pull up your chair and get to know your fellow Bike Northians better.

If camping is not your style, there are many other choices of accommodation close by.
Choose from economical pub rooms to apartments and hotels in Cowra.

As some
(most?) of the
rides don’t have
shops or
facilities along
the way, it is
very important
to carry enough
food supplies
and water (at
least 2 bottles)
to sustain you
for the length of
the ride. For the
first three days
of cycling
(Good Friday to
Easter
Sunday), Bike
North provides
riders with
cycling snacks
such as
bananas and
muesli bars at
the ride
briefing. You

won’t get this kind of service on any other Bike North ride! Usually, there are organised
group dinners on two of the nights. This is a great time to embellish the story of your ride
experience with your fellow riders, if you didn’t manage to do so at the Rose Café
immediately after your ride.

At Easter, days in Cowra can be quite warm, balmy even, while the mornings and the
evenings can be rather chilly Bring a wardrobe that caters for four seasons in one day so
that you can layer up. There is nothing worse than being unprepared for a turn in the
weather. This year, Thursday and Friday nights were very warm but Saturday and Sunday
nights quickly became VERY chilly. We didn’t experience any rain, as usual, but it is
advisable to bring wet weather gear just in case.

I think that the best feedback given by newbies about this year’s TdC was that many
achieved their PB (personal best), many rode their furthest, some their fastest. And for
many, it was the first time they had ridden with the support and encouragement from more
seasoned riders. Some even learned to ride in pelotons (see Amy’s article about her
personal experience). Even if you are planning to come to TdC on your own, as I did my
first year, you will have a good time—guaranteed! Don’t be scared, take the challenge.

Country riding
is sublime,
meditative even
at times. If you
have only ever
ridden in the
city, the
experience of
meeting a mob
of sheep head-
on (as we did
this year) while
riding or playing
a game of
unexpected
'Mooooooo'
with a herd of
cows resting in
a paddock
without a high-
rise in sight is
blissful. And all
that fresh
country air is
good for the
soul. Soooo,
think about it.
Oh, it’s also a
great excuse to eat lots of Easter eggs. After all that riding, you deserve some indulgences.

Tour de Cowra always takes place over the 4 day Easter break. Put it in your diary now:
Friday 29 March–Monday 1 April, 2013, so, you have plenty of time to prepare and buy all
the fun stuff that you need for riding. Not to mention, practicing your 'Moooooos'!

In 2013, we look forward to seeing a whole new bunch of newbies, because this year’s
newbies will be next year’s oldies.

For more information on this year’s TdC: http://www.bikenorth.org.au/cycling/tdc12/
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Day One: Mount Collins
By Peter Pendlebury

Due to damage to the roads, the ride distance was reduced to approximately 50km. After
the ride briefing from Keith, we set off in brilliant sunshine along the Mid-Western Highway.
Turning left we began a long gradual climb towards our destination and, as the city slickers
the majority of us are, our first rural encounter with a flock of sheep numbering in their
hundreds and heading straight towards us. With the aid of the local farmers in FWD's and
on trail bikes, we managed to pass safely and continue our journey. The front bunch pushed
on but as my legs fatigued they left me behind, and I managed to meet them at the turn-
around point. After a brief break and some snacks, we set off on the downhill return ride
taking turns at setting the pace at the front.

photo by John Lee

Again we encountered the local residents, sheep, covering the entire road. Once again the
farmers came to our aid, and the rider on the trail bike created a path for us through the
masses. His passing comment to me was, “I feel like Moses parting the Red Sea”.

Continuing on and passing riders still on their outward trek, I again got left behind on the hill
to finish at my own pace. I later heard that the sprint to the finish line was led a long way out
by Steve Hiller, challenged along the way by Keith, but with a final second wind Steve
triumphed.

Not satisfied, a small group of riders—Sally, Phil, Steve, and Kelvin—decided to do another
20km by themselves, just to show off. A total of 54 riders signed on for the day with all
returning safely. A good day was had by all, I am sure.

Movie !
See a short movie of the parting of the sheep taken from the bike handlebars by Gay
Lee
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Day Two: Reverse Greenethorpe Loop
By Sally Spillane

We had the perfect weather
for this ride. It was clear and
sunny with a top of 23
degrees. This was an 81km
ride with 489 metres of
climbing through beautiful,
undulating countryside.

The first 25km heading south
from Cowra along the
Olympic Highway were
straight and flat, but we got a
rather long rolling peloton
working and covered the
distance in no time. Despite
Keith’s best efforts to pick up
the pace and reduce the size
of the peloton, most of us
managed to hang on until the first stop at the Koorawatha turn off.

The next leg was through picturesque rolling countryside. The paddocks were green and
lush after the recent rain and the cows all looked very content. The movement of our
peloton racing past caused quite a stir with a flock of sheep that was grazing at a dam near
the road. Fortunately, they were contained by a fence, and we didn’t have to take them on
as we did on two other days.

photo by Sally Spillane

photo by Sally Spillane

The road before
Greenethorpe was really
rough and hard going—our
very own Tour de Cowra
cobblestone stage. Our rest
stop was at the illustrious
Stumpy’s, enough said!
From Greenethorpe, we
used a peeling peloton to get
us back up to the Mid-
Western Highway.

The following hills split us
up, so the groups riding back
into town were smaller.
There was a great downhill
run from Broula which kept
us going at speeds of 35-
40km/hr most of the way into
town and certainly helped us
cut through the headwind.

In true Tour de Cowra style,
there were a few lovely
locals cheering us back as
we entered the outskirts of
town.
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The serenity

View from the ridge

Day Three: Wyangala Dam
By Matt Berry

The Wyangala ride is a perennial favourite of many TdeC
participants with its mix of fabulous views, quick descents,
and yes—fabulous views—they really are very nice! This
year saw the ride go in the opposite direction to that which
we have been used in the past. Some participants—okay,
mostly me—were calling it 'the wrong way', in either
direction, it's a challenging ride but one that offers huge
rewards—back to those views again.

After the mandatory briefing, those who hadn't nicked off
early for a head start—you know who you are—quickly
formed into groups, as we headed through town and out
along the highway. For those riding with me, it quickly
became apparent that I was going to be telling the same
pathetic jokes I tell every year. After a few minutes singing
“We're goin' to Bonnie-Doon” and the odd casual
references to feeling the serenity, we settled in drawing
more than enough groans of frustration.

The nasty little hill

Park entrance & visitors' centre

The quick group was waiting for us at the top of a
particularly nasty little climb where Scrubby Rush Road
meets Reg Hailstone Way. They were full of good wishes
and congratulatory remarks—smug so and so's! After a bit
of food the next group was approaching, so it was our turn
to gloat; we asked them to “smile for the camera” as they
broached the hill. Our remarks were met with profanities
which might have made a sailor blush. (I used to be a sailor
and I had pink cheeks, but that might have been the effect
of the ride and not an actual blush).

A quick descent, followed by another climb saw us on the
top of the ridge line looking over the valley below. Aah, the
views! We hit the ridge just in time for the 'checkout' from
Wyangala campsite, so we were on our toes as cars towing
campervans or boats passed by in spurts. I'd never seen
that road so busy. Then came the long downhill run to the
Wyangala Waters State Park entrance and a much needed
break. The entrance has a servo which sells our kind of fuel
(food) and the only dunny en route that I know of which is
not covered in bark and leaves. Everyone stopped here,
giving me the opportunity to annoy new people with my
daggy Bonnie-Doon jokes. Advice received on the way to
Wyangala suggested it was too cold to skinny dip in the
dam—this advice was taken, and to my knowledge, no-one
entered the water.

The bath plug

The wall you ride across

The ride across the dam wall is magnificent and worth the
trip all by itself. On a bike you can stop anywhere along the
wall, whereas cars have to stop in the car parks at either
end. The Visitor’s Centre at the park entrance has a 3D
model of the dam and pictures of the dam at varying water
levels ranging from 4.4% in 2007 to now close to full
capacity.

The ride back to Cowra presented a number of climbs and
descents: a drop down to Darbys Falls, followed mostly by
up-hill distances to where the shorter ride joins in at the
intersection with Pine Mount Road, and then mostly down
again for 20 kms back to Cowra. The wind had picked up a
little on the way back, and of course, it wasn't coming from
behind us.

The entry to Cowra presented the final hurdle, a pick-a-
plank bridge—don't know if the spelling is right, but Google
found it this way and Google knows everything. A very
cautious approach made the crossing safe and uneventful.
A much less cautious approach by one rider was also safe
and uneventful, but I'm not sure how—you know who you
are. Then it was back to the Rose Garden Café for some
well deserved munchies—the BLT is quite good.

I followed the same route on Monday afternoon, but this
time in a car; and it was much easier in the car and I didn't
have a 'tanty' on the hill. So, who's up for it next year?
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Day Four: Where’s Walli?
By Roger Leigh

Photos by Caroline Leigh, Keira Wade and Malcolm Wade

My kids and I came to Cowra
for the second year looking
forward to some more
perfect riding and were not
disappointed. Our set up
included myself with
Caroline (11 yrs) as stocker
on the tandem with Richard
(14 yrs) on his ‘half’ or single
bike. This was mirrored by
our friends Malcolm and
Keira (12 yrs) on a tandem
and Damon (14 yrs) on his
'half' bike.

By day 4 the kids were a
little tired and the day started
with our stockers threatening

to boycott the ride. When you ride a tandem without a stocker, you can become psychotic
after the 40th or 50th time you hear “your passenger has fallen off”. So for the sake of our
sanity, it was essential to quash the boycott. All the parenting manuals decry the use of
bribes to get your kids to do what you want. But we were desperate, and I thought that if by
ignoring this advice it’s going to cost me a pen knife for Caroline and the promise of lots of
stickers from Malcolm for Keira, then so be it.

Once the boycott
had been
succesfully averted,
we headed to the
Rose Café to sign
on and listen to the
briefing. As you can
see in the attached
photo, Keith did not
have our undivided
attention throughout
the briefing. More
remarkably, it
wasn’t Fran’s outfit
which distracted us
either!

The briefing over,
we set off down the
Mid-Western
Highway. Damon’s
reports of a camel in
one of the paddocks
just past the rail line
were never
substantiated.
About 8km out of
town, the right turn
off the highway is
well marked by a
huge grain silo and
once off the
highway, the

undulations started. Tandems are ‘terrain enhancers’, so while the down-hills are a blast the
up-hills are slower and harder than on a 'half' bike. We had quite a few stops at the top of
hills to take in the views and noted that despite the recent rain some farmers still had a
good crop of dust.

We weren’t far off the back by the time we came into Woodstock but this was only because
Debbie had had a puncture just after the turn off the highway. Leaving Woodstock we kept
left, avoiding the extra kilometres and hills encountered by those turning right to do the
longer route. A few more hills and a quick right, then left across the highway brought us to a
quiet but ‘lumpy’ road where we re-joined the longer route on the way back into town and
where we met one of the long route groups and enjoyed a break and some snacks in the
sun.

On the final run
back into Cowra,
one final long climb
and then a downhill
run remained before
entering the
outskirts of town
where a tandem
should excel, except
for a kangaroo on
the road which
caused us to slow
down and stop. It
was an extremely
enjoyable morning’s
ride through some
great countryside
and in perfect riding conditions, who wouldn’t be happy?

Back at camp there
was time for some
relaxation, a couple
of beers and a chat.
Or if you were so
inclined you could
ride your unicycle
around the camp.
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Newbie Comes to Tour de Cowra
By Amy Kwong

As a newbie to cycle touring, Tour de Cowra opened up over five days a whole new world to
me. Five months prior to the event, I had already begun counting off the days while also
finishing off my final week of study forever. So when the day finally came to leave Sydney,
for this ‘dream holiday’ that was finally happening, it was rather unreal—only ten months
ago when I began cycling, I had never even heard of touring on a bike.

For the first time ever, I pitched a tent. A tiny, new, red tent amongst some more lavish ones
reserved for serious campers and caravans of all sorts, including Phil Burge’s caravan
complete with stylish 1980’s floral curtains and vinyl flooring—a somewhat intriguing step
back in time.

On the first ride, the fifty cyclists from the big city were treated to a nice surprise of the
Australian-country-sort, when we met a large furry roadblock. Despite Moya’s initial advice,
we soon found it was safer to walk our bikes through the flock of sheep.

The Greenethorpe Loop on the second day was where I learned to ride in a peloton,
working in a team against the headwind. The pub at Greenethorpe was an interesting place
to poke around in this nook of a town which was, in my opinion, truly in the middle of
nowhere. At the end of the ride, there was a buzz in the conversation as cyclists compared
maximum speeds going down the hill. To my surprise, I had reached my fastest speed ever
of 65km/hr. However it didn’t feel that fast, since I was overtaken by Leslie and Moya on
their Pinerello and Cannondale at some insane speed which must’ve been around 70km/hr.

artwork by Amy Kwong

The 82km of simultaneous pleasure and torture came on the third day. (See illustration of
the Wyangla Dam ride.) Despite those cruel hills, I actually cannot wait to return in
anticipation of doing it all better and achieving an alternative to crawling across the cattle
grate. Thanks to my ride buddies Kelvin, Phil, Christy and Millie who all displayed great
team spirit as they waited for me and gave me plenty of encouragement as I completed my
longest ride ever.

The final ride was the most rewarding, hilly 64km. Taking the ‘fast train’ out of town on a
chilly but beautiful Cowra morning, I blended my hybrid bike in amongst a 15-person
peloton of snazzy roadies with Fran in the lead—just to save myself some pedalling until the
first hill. The scenery was so breathtaking that I quickly forgave the hills for being there and
my legs for being tired from the previous day’s ride. A kangaroo was even spotted chasing a
magpie in a field of sheep.

Tour de Cowra also gave me the great experience of meeting and mixing with many friendly
people of different ages, of sharing a passion for cycling and other common interests as we
gathered around every evening with either a chilled glass of wine, bottle of beer, cider,
vodka, gin, tonic, or whisky as conversations of all sorts took us through the night until
eyelids drooped, and the time for rest became imminent before the next morning’s ride.

So until next year Cowra, this Bike Norther will be waiting impatiently.
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Campsite

A Non-Rider’s Tour de Cowra
By Fiona Barrett

This year was my second Tour de Cowra, and I can proudly say I still had the two youngest
riders at 16 months and 3 years old. I admit their longest ride was from the campsite to the
playground which is quite a few kilometres short of the shortest loop, but give them a
decade and a bit and I can see them proudly riding with Granny and Grandpa. I too am a
non-rider which leads to the question, why come to Tour de Cowra if you don’t ride? To be
honest, there is no short answer but more of a story of the Tour de Cowra...

We were one of the first ones there with a mountain of camping gear, two kids and of
course the bikes. As we watched others arrive, it was easy to see who was there to cycle—
bikes are carefully unloaded, checked, and safely put aside before the rest of the gear is
set-up. The air of belonging and friendship starts the moment one arrives with hot water
already on the boil for tea and coffee, to extra sets of equipment and willing hands ready to
help get tents up quickly before the sun sets on Holy Thursday.

Good Friday was the first of the rides and a beautifully warm day, spent also waiting for
people still arriving through painfully slow traffic from Sydney with reports of up to 7 hours
travel time from the northern suburbs. The evening consisted of small groups coming and
going for tea and coffee with lots of interesting conversations and a consistent ring of
occupied chairs.

Many awoke early and cold on Saturday morning, as the temperature had plummeted down
to a reported 4 degrees at 3am. There were many early birds as it was just as cold to stay in
the tents as it was to get ready for the ride of the day. As a non-rider, I find it interesting to
watch the morning buzz as riding gear goes on and bikes are checked. Quiet swearing is
heard as flat tyres are found and quickly changed in 30 seconds flat, teaching those who
are less experienced in the art. Equipment and food is packed, water bottles are filled and
routes checked against maps. Then suddenly the camp ground is once again quiet with not
a bike in sight until lunch time when the whole process occurs in reverse. On returning,
there are great stories from the ride including an encounter with a large mob of sheep being
herded across the road from one paddock to another.

The afternoons are quiet, with groups coming and going, naps to be taken, the first beer at
4pm and football games on TV at the local pub. Everyone scrubs up well ready for dinner at
the nearest pub. Good food, drink, company and service meant a good night out.

The Next Generation, Barrett Children

Sunday morning is met with early risers and another cold morning. Jumping on a bike
seems to be a great way to warm up. Though I heard afterwards, that more care was taken
placing bottoms on seats as some were still a little sore from previous rides.

The camp is a buzz with stories of accomplishments: the highs and lows, whether you did
the easier loop down pine Mountain Road or the long loop to Wyangala Dam and braved
the climb through Derby Falls. The sun sets spectacularly as a large seated circle of us
cover a diverse range of topics from commuting by bike to the environment. Monday is
spent packing up camp, and we are away before the end of Monday’s ride to beat the traffic
back into Sydney.

Would I come back again next year? A resounding YES. Why? Whether you cycle or not,
you’re a beginner or this is your 50th ride, young or old, everyone is made welcome with the
shared knowledge and experiences. No one is left to struggle, and there is a real
community feel. I arrived with a 3 year old who wasn’t that interested in riding his bike (with
training wheels), and left with a child who can now peddle on his own and a 16 month old
who could not get enough of sitting on his brother’s bike! I think it is inspiring to be around a
group of people who make cycling a daily part of their lives and really enjoy cycling 40–
80km as part of a social group or ‘holiday’. So maybe next year I will join in on a ride!
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With this section done and the checkpoint at Andy's Café out of the way, I was actually
looking forward to the climb out of Galston. I can find a good rhythm on this climb and, for
some reason, I was dying for a can of Coke back at the lunch stop.

Arriving back at Wahroonga, we had done close to 150km and I was pleased to see that no
one in the team looked very fatigued--we were all in good spirits. We left Wahroonga after
our brief lunch stop and well before the cut-off time to head back into Galston. My legs felt
good after the break, and I took the climb out of Galston at a steady pace as we still had two
more climbs to go. With the headwind now increasing, I knew the wind would have an
impact. We got back to Andy's Café checkpoint and proceeded to the ferry but by this point
my legs seemed too fatigued. Luckily Craig noticed and backed off the pace, so I could
regain some momentum.

The wait for the ferry was longer than we had wanted, but the break was appreciated. The
climb up to Berowra wasn't pleasant--the headwind was against us on the climb--but the
team looked reasonably comfortable under the conditions. We got back onto the Old Pacific
Highway where the headwind was at its strongest and Paul made a big turn, up front, to the
Bobbin Head turnoff. We were able to pick up speed again at the bottom of Bobbo for the
last welcome checkpoint. A team, doing the 165km event, were also there and coming in to
their last checkpoint.

The final climb out of Bobbo was facing straight into a headwind, but the first kilometre of
the climb went quickly even though the rest definitely wasn't at the same pace. As we got to
the top of Bobbo, we spotted another team from the 165km event which was pleasing for
us.

The final bit home was good too; we still had a headwind, but we were able to set a
reasonable pace going. Billyard Avenue still gives a pinch after a ride like this that makes it
feel like Brown's Waterhole. With Billyard over, an easy few hundred metres were all that
was left to the finish.

Overall, our team was lucky. We had no mechanical incidents or punctures. The average
speed for the whole ride was 25.8km/h. Distance climbed, based on our Garmin, was just
over 3000 metres with a total distance of just under 210km. In our discussions before the
event, we had anticipated an average speed of 25km/h.

A note of thanks goes to Geoff, Paul and Craig for the teamwork. A big thank you also to
Doug and all the volunteers, including the caterers; it would not have been an easy task,
having to sit around all day. Much Appreciated.

BNCC 200
By Jeff Heslington

The day started with clear skies and a cool brisk morning. It looked like a great day to tackle
Bike North's first 200km challenge with one exception--the weather bureau was predicting
strong winds of up to 50km/h from around noon--just what we didn't need.

The 'Confidents' started assembling; the team was made up of Paul Murgatroyd, Craig
Nicholson, Geoff Wells and myself. It was a little bit surprising to us that we were the only
team to tackle the 200 and a tad disappointing. We started off at a steady pace to Bobbo,
the descent was cool and very crisp but we soon warmed up on the climb out. Before long
we were heading along the Old Pacific Highway to Peats Ridge. The section from Bobbo to
the base of Mt White was set at a good solid pace with everyone riding together
comfortably. Just before the base of Mt White, we were overtaken by a group of 9 riders. As
the climb began we started to reel a few of them in, and it was very tempting to reel in the
whole lot of them, however, sanity prevailed. With the climb over, the pace lifted. One of my
concerns was that after Calga the ride onwards to Peats Ridge would prove difficult given
the forecasted headwind but, this was not to be the case, and we arrived at Peats Ridge
checkpoint with a third of the ride over and an average speed of 27.7km/h. This was to be
our first rest stop, approximately 20 minutes.

I had mentioned to Craig that going back to Calga can be a real hoot and as the pace
picked up, this turned out to be true--we had what I would call a 'team brain snap'. We had
noticed on the road that there was some racing taking place, and as we were steadily
making our way back to Calga we also started to notice that the weather had changed quite
quickly, the sky was turning black and the headwind was increasing. At this point a group of
racers went past and when they got about 100 metres ahead of us, Paul suggested we try
and catch them to get a good tow along. Geoff was in front and I said to him, "if you can
catch them without too much pain, go for it" to which he did. It was a tremendous effort on
his part as we had now started pulling speeds of over 50km/h.

As we sat briefly on the back of the peloton, we could see these riders were not happy to
have the extra company. (The more, the merrier I say.) As we hit Red Hill we moved from
the back of the pack up towards the front, as the biggest percentage of them were not hill
climbers. Geoff got himself right up to the front where he was told, in no uncertain terms, if
he couldn't maintain it, to get to the back of the pack. I would have put money on it; if we
weren't doing the 200km event, Geoff would have maintained it. After the racers turned
around to head back to Peats Ridge, we were soon near the Calga turnoff. The average
speed after this 'brain snap' was over 29km/h.

At this point, we were starting to get some steady rain which lasted 'till the weighbridge
station and we decided to take our next break at the Berowra ferry. I knew I would be off the
pace a bit for the climb up Brooklyn Hill, as I always find it so after doing a fairly flat fast run-
-the old legs just don't adjust quickly enough when they hit the climb. The ascent up
Brooklyn Hill was steady for me. I just got into my own zone and felt relatively comfortable
by the top of the hill. The ride from Pie in the Sky to the ferry was where we encountered
the first headwind, and I knew, down the track, it would have an impact. We reached the
ferry area and only had a small wait for the ferry to come in; it was nice to sit down on a
seat before the long climb out commenced. This part, in my opinion, is the hardest climb or
stretch of the BNCC, and I just set myself into a zone and ignored most of the goings on
around me.
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BNCC — The Double-H or Bust!
By Paul Murgatroyd

Having tested my climbing legs and survived the 2011 BNCC 'Mike Bate Imperial Century', I
was looking to 2012 to better my time. A year is a long time, and a number of life events
had transpired in the meantime. Due to the impending arrival of our second child (in
August), we had to look for larger accommodation. This meant moving from the relative
convenience of Marsfield to the semi-rural life of Dural. The impact of these two events had
an immediate effect on my weekend riding, which suddenly amounted to zero. Looking back
over the previous 12 months, I can count on one hand the number of times I rode more than
50km on a ride. Now, don't get the wrong idea; I have not gone into this event having done
no riding at all—quite the contrary, but more on that later.

When I thought about the BNCC coming up, I was considering just giving it a miss this year
and setting my sights on 2013. That was the case, until I found out that there would be a
200km option this year. I have wanted to do a 200km ride for some time, just to see whether
I could do it, and now seemed as good a time as any. All I needed to do was find someone
willing to suffer with me. A quick e-mail to one of my team mates from the 2011 BNCC, Bike
North Rides Co-ordinator, Darryn Capes-Davis, and it was all looking good for the Double-
H. We went for a fast 80km training ride to dust off the cobwebs riding 29.5km/h to Berowra
Waters, Brooklyn and Galston Gorge. All I had to do was fill out the registration form and
get it in before the deadline. That proved complicated when Darryn had an unfortunate
incident with his toes and a dining chair and left me without a team. Darryn put out the call
for another team with a spare slot and, as luck would have it, I found one just in time, joining
'The Confidents' with Jeff Heslington, Geoff Wells and Craig Nicholson.

Ride day finally arrived, and I put the bike on the back of the car for the drive to the start.
The air was still, the sky was clear and I could see all the stars. Surely that was a sign, that
it would be blue skies all day without a breath of wind to assist (or hinder) our progress. A
quick briefing from Doug at 6.30am confirmed that we were, in fact, the only team doing the
200km, and I privately wondered whether everyone else knew something that we didn't. We
set off into the morning twilight already secure in the knowledge that all we had to do was
finish in order to claim line honours for the Double-H.

The plan of attack for the day was fairly simple. Two main fuel stops, two trips on the
Berowra Ferry, plus the mandatory checkpoints. The first stop would be Peats Ridge, but
having never ridden this section of road before, it was a complete unknown as to exactly
how long it would take us. The ride from the start up to the top of Mt White was uneventful,
and we held a fairly decent pace. It was tempting to chase down some of the other cyclists
headed up to Mt White, but I kept reminding myself that we still had another 155km to go,
so perhaps it was just best to stick to the steady pace and keep the heart rate down. After
negotiating the Calga Interchange, we turned onto Peats Ridge Road and straight into a
flurry of activity. The Central Coast Cycling Club was running a road race between Calga
and The Corrugated Café—our fuel stop and turnaround point. We passed through well
before their 9am start time, but had to ride past a number of riders doing their warm-ups.
We soldiered on to the café arriving at 9.20am, about 30 seconds before Fran arrived in the
car to check us in.

After a short stop to refuel on healthy snacks (i.e. pies, bacon and egg rolls), it was time to
head back towards Sydney and tackle the remaining six climbs. We had it pretty easy
coming up to Peats Ridge, but a sudden change in the weather saw clear blue skies
replaced by dark clouds and showers and a strong headwind. As luck would have it, we
timed our departure extremely well. The first group from the road race was only about 1km
behind us, and their numbers meant it was not a matter of if, but when they caught us.
Sitting on the back of our group at the time, I kept an eye on them as they closed in. As they
passed us I noticed that this group was mostly kids, probably the E-Grade group, but they
were really putting on the pace. They got about a 100m ahead of us before my call came to
jump on the back. The thought of a free ride was too much to resist. It took us about 1km to
bridge the gap; we latched on and took advantage of the fact that the headwind was now
effectively gone. Did we feel guilty making the juniors do all the work? Geoff must have
thought so because he had a go out at the front of this 30 or so peloton, until one of the
chaperones called out to him to maintain the pace or return to the back of the pack. Ouch!
Perhaps somewhat sheepishly he dropped back to re-join us freeloaders at the rear, and we
got a tow almost all the way back to the Calga Interchange. A quick GPS check showed an
average speed now pushing close to 30km/h; I think we might have enjoyed that just a little
bit too much.

The downhill run from Calga to Mt White was dampened, quite literally, by passing showers.
Thankfully they did not last long, and by the time we passed Fran and Keith at the Mt White
checkpoint, the rain was gone. I felt quite strong at this point in the ride, so I knew the climb
out from Brooklyn was not going to bother me. I was more concerned about Berowra
Waters, which on paper is the hardest climb of the day. The ferry ride thankfully always
brings a chance for a quick recovery before tackling the climb. We set a nice steady pace
on the climb up to Berilee and we were soon at Andy's Café for the second checkpoint of
the day. The fast descent down into Galston Gorge followed by the hairpin turns on the
climb up to Hornsby are always an enjoyable experience, and today was no exception.
Coming along Galston Road we picked up the pace again, perhaps lured by the thought of
a nice 'feed' back at Wahroonga. With 150km of the course now completed, it was a chance
to have a well earned rest and refuel before heading out for the most difficult part of the day.

The final 60km is just as much a test of mental strength as it is physical strength. I was
feeling fairly strong for the return leg through Galston Gorge, and even the 11% pinch near
the top did not overly trouble me. There was a tailwind heading back to Berowra Waters, so
we enjoyed it while we could. After the Berowra Waters Ferry it was going to be a hard slog,
so it was no surprise that the team split into two on this climb—myself and Craig with about
a 25m lead on Jeff and Geoff. The GPS was showing around 11 to 12km/h, so we were not
exactly setting things on fire. The GPS rolled over to 181km, and then I looked up and saw
the sign as you near the top of the climb. It reads: "If you're going through hell, KEEP
GOING!", a quote attributed apparently to Winston Churchill. How appropriate at this point
in the ride!

With the Berowra climb over, we were now inside the last 30km with just the Pacific
Highway and Bobbin Head to go. The headwind on the highway was brutal, and I took a
long turn out the front to try and get us to Bobbin Head in good shape. The final descent
into Bobbin Head was quite possibly the most relaxed I have ever been on this route. It was
almost a lazy free wheel to the bottom except for my hands which were numb from the
vibrations on the bars. I wonder if they will ever fix up the road surface along this stretch.

Arriving at the final
checkpoint of the
day, we finally
caught up with
another team on the
road—the last
165km group. When
they set off a few
minutes ahead of
us, we thought we
would be the last
team back to
Wahroonga;
however, a nature
break, taken by that
team, saw us jump
ahead going into the
final climb. I'll be
quite clear about
this point: the final climb out of Bobbin Head can really hurt. The last time I climbed Bobbin
Head so slowly was years ago, but as we had just passed the 200km mark, I was actually
happy to be still on the bike and even happier when we reached the top. The last few
kilometres of the course through North Turramurra and Wahroonga are deceiving. Just
when you think it is all over, you turn left into Billyard Avenue and see the hill off in the
distance, taunting you. It is a hard slog after 207km of pain, but we pressed on to the top
and back to the Gazebo for a well earned 'feed'.

A total of 209.55km was covered in a single ride. My longest ride ever! My previous longest
ride had been the BNCC 165km in 2011, so I have bettered that record quite substantially.
So for anyone who thinks they can't tackle the longer distance rides, you do not need to go
on long rides to train for long rides. You just need to ride often. The distance is not that
important. In 2011, I covered 10,031km on my bikes (that is not a typo), and over 95% of
that was commuting to and from work, 26km at a time. That has given me a solid base of
fitness to work with, and that is why anyone can do the BNCC. So, I look forward to seeing
you all out there in 2013. Maybe next year we can even get a few Double-H teams together.
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BNCC Feedback
A big thank you from the ‘Flat Whites' for another well
run event. We had a lot of fun. As always it was a tiring
day. There was certainly masses of food, and the coffee
bag was well received. Always have an urn on the go! I
had taken my own bag of snacks and Gatorade in a
bottle, so I managed to keep my sugar levels up pretty
well. (I learned the importance of doing that the first
time we did BNCC, when I became almost delirious with
low sugar levels coming back through St Ives). The hills
are the challenge; they are all different and none of
them are pleasant. Anyway thanks again. It gave us a
reason for some longer rides this last month or so.

~ Graham Nisbet (100km)

As a new Bike North member, may I say how much I
enjoyed yesterday's BNCC. The organisational effort
that had gone into the event was very clear to see. I'm
looking forward to the event in 2013."

~ Jim McLellan (100km)

The best thing about the event is the personal challenge
for both distance and climbing. It is the climbing that
makes this event different. I decided to take part in the
challenge to extend my riding experience."

~ Ian Mellor (160km)

This event is similar to a lot of other events except for
the team idea and the rules that pertain to the team,
which is not so common. In my opinion, the terrain is the
best thing. It is not that often that an event will confront
people with a profile like that, excluding Audax of
course, but that's in Victoria and Fitz's Challenge in
ACT. The food was very good.

~ Leigh Gibbens (100km)

We'd like to thank all the volunteers for a fantastic day.
The event was certainly a challenge but was also
extremely rewarding and allowed us to achieve some
personal goals. I never thought I would ever be able to
do the 8 hills on the same day, let alone within the time
limit allowed. The BNCC—an awesome event—allowed
me to accomplish this and at the same time gave me a
new personal best. As the course involved so much hill
climbing, it made us re-evaluate our bike set-up which
we realised not only sustained us on the day but will also
benefit us in the future on other Bike North rides. We
have done quite a few events over the last 12 months and
this was the best organised one we have done. Thanks
again Bike North; you're a great club!

~ Grant Ryman (160km)

I would often read about the BNCC in Chain Mail and I
thought the distances were too far for me. It was also
easy to make an excuse of kids' sport to not enter the
challenge. Then a few years ago I was asked to join a
team to do the 60km. I had never cycled across the
Hawkesbury River before, and it was such a buzz. A few
years later, one of my cycling buddies said, ‘Why don't
we try the 100km?' Why does this beautiful figure of 100
frighten us? Well, my first 100km BNCC was in 2010.
I've now successfully completed the 100km challenge
three times. The support of my team and the volunteers
has been an important factor (especially when riding up
out of Bobbo with 90km in your legs). Where to now? I'd
like to try for 120km, and maybe one day make it to
160km. My thanks to Bike North and the amazing
volunteers for pushing us to new and greater
challenges."

~ Dana Skopal (100km)

The checkpoints came at just the right places providing
us with an input of sugar (red frogs) and supportive
comments. The food at the end was great, as was the
opportunity to share tales. A challenge for everyone—
mine was keeping tabs on two 14 year olds, to know
when to reign them in and when to push them a bit. A
suggestion: more overlap of different teams at the end,
so there is more of an exchange of stories, would be
good. The best features of the event are that it supplies a
suitable challenge for everyone and the social side at the
finish.

~ Roger and Richard Leigh (60km)

'Keep At It' registered for the 100 km challenge, after
successfully managing the 60 km short course in 2011.
Team training couldn't start until Easter Saturday this
year, as members were busy with other sports and family
challenges. Individually, however, our aim was to keep
fit and cycling is great for that. We knew we wouldn't be
breaking any land speed records and that probably
every other team would pass us, but it was a great day
and we managed 90 km of the challenge (in
5hrs56mins), opting out of the Bobbo descent and ascent
at the Yirra Road turn off. A lack of long ride training
was probably our downfall. We were thrilled to have
achieved riding most of the way. Our experience was
very positive, and we feel motivated to try again next
year. All the other teams and check point volunteers
were very encouraging as we passed through. The
catering was exceptional and the spread at the end was
photo worthy; I hope somebody recorded this. I'm very
thankful to all the volunteers who pulled the event
together. A challenge like this is not something I would
attempt by myself, but knowing I would have a support
crew and expertise available to me encouraged me to
take it on. Already, team members are making plans to
do some long distance training regularly throughout the
year, so we can be better prepared next year. Thanks to
Bike North for a wonderful day.

~ Marianne Cooper (100km)

I enjoyed our 160km ride very much. This is the second
year I've done the BNCC and I have found it to be a
really well organised and friendly event. Thanks again
for your organisation.

~ Tony Richards (160km)

The best thing about the BNCC is that it offers the
opportunity to do a ride you maybe wouldn't usually do
without the pressure of holding up a bigger group, if you
are slower than them! The event is different because it's
up to you when you stop, not up to a leader, so you can
do it more at your pace. At the moment we are planning
on 'upping' our distance to the 100km next year."

~ Gillian Curtis (60km)

I originally wasn't going to do the challenge at all, as it
just looked way too daunting! I was convinced by some
fellow BN members to do the 160km ride. I only
managed to finish 100km of the 160km but I was thrilled
with that result. Doing 5 big hills in the one day was a
real stretch for me but so rewarding. Even though I
didn't really want to do the last 60km, I reluctantly set
off from Wahroonga only to find out I had a flat tyre (my
first one ever!). That was a sign for me and I convinced
the rest of the ‘Fantastic Four Team' to finish without
me, which they did. Whilst they were riding the last
60km, I changed my flat tyre with great advice from
Fran Griffin. Thanks Fran! Look forward to taking part
again next year. Well done to Bike North for running
such a great event.

~ Margaret Martin (100km)

Another amazing BNCC! Well done to the
organising/catering team. I enjoyed my day—seeing all
the riders come through and how pleased they were with
themselves, both tired and elated. The best thing about
the event is the fact that you look after each other in
your team. It is also a chance to challenge yourself with
tougher rides in a supported environment. The fact that
you can do these rides at your own pace, rather than at
the ride leader's, and know that there are people out
there at the various checkpoints waiting to see you
through and that you are going to be okay is very
encouraging. Help is always at hand if needed.

~ Jane Ellis (Bobbin Head Checkpoint)
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Matt, they're just behind you

No wrap would be complete without a huge thank you to
our volunteers on the day. Whether you were cooking,
catering, taking photos or just reading a novel in the sun at
a checkpoint, your contribution was invaluable. You made it
possible to run this massively successful event.

The feedback from the event was overwhelmingly positive
with everyone planning to come back next year and many
planning to step up to the next grade. We floated the idea
of running a new intermediate distance for next year of
120km, to bridge the gap to the Imperial Challenge. With
general support, this is a likely new option for next year.
We would expect all the teams who performed so superbly
this year to step up for 2013 to the next higher distance.
Come on, you can do it!

We look forward to many, many riders for the 2013 BNCC
and you can even start your planning now. We know that
one rider has already upgraded to a new racing bike in the
short time since the event and has an eye on the challenge
already.

See some event photos on the Bike North photo gallery.

Doug laying down the law

BNCC Wrap
By Doug Stewart, BNCC Organiser

The 29th of April dawned bright and clear for the big day.
Even if it was a bit crispy; it was warmer than previous
years for the running of the 11th Annual Bike North Century
Challenge. A 'perfect' number of 42 riders set off in order of
distance and nominated by speed. For our 13 dedicated
teams this was the culmination of training which had
ranged from days to months.

This is an event that all Bike North riders can aspire to, and
we saw riders stepping up to the challenge, many taking on
their longest-ever distances to reach new personal
benchmarks on some of the hilliest of courses. The riders
know this, as they ride at their own pace, stopping when
and where they wish, knowing that this is the best ride of
the year.

Overall the numbers this year were down from previous
years, but we had a high quality line-up. Three groups took
on the 60km challenge. Although team ‘Carbon Free’ did
not have any carbon on their bikes, it was instead two
aluminium spoke nipples that failed them, bringing the team
down to just three to finish.

Jane and Leslie at the Bobbo check point

As usual, the most popular challenge was the Classic
Century with 6 teams and 21 riders. Most of these cyclists
had already completed this distance in previous challenges
and it was great to see them come back (some after an
absence). Two of these wily old teams took the shortcut to
avoid 10km and the last climb of the day, thus bringing
them back to the sumptuous catering earlier, but still
registering a very credible 90km and 4 climbs.

Three teams and 10 riders took on the Mike Bate Imperial
Century, some riders outdoing all expectations and
showing others that many more riders in Bike North are
capable of extending themselves to ride 8 hills in one day.
As the Imperial riders pass through the start/finish park at
about lunch time, we can gauge their progress, and this
year all teams had set off on their second lap well within
the time limit.

Just one brave and on-form team took on the inaugural
Double H, 200km challenge. With an additional 20km to
climb to Peats Ridge (and then return) added on top of the
Imperial Challenge, this route needed superb fitness,
stamina, excellent nourishment, planning and discipline.
Team ‘Confidents’ had these qualities and finished in just
over 8 hours at an average speed of 25.8km/hr to complete
209km including 3,060 vertical metres of climbing. Their
story is told elsewhere in this edition.
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